Execution of accurate eye movements depends critically on the cerebellum [1] [2] [3] , suggesting that the major output neurons of the cerebellum, Purkinje cells, may predict motion of the eye. However, this encoding of action for rapid eye movements (saccades) has remained unclear: Purkinje cells show little consistent modulation with respect to saccade amplitude 4,5 or direction 4 , and critically, their discharge lasts longer than the duration of a saccade 6, 7 . Here we analysed Purkinje-cell discharge in the oculomotor vermis of behaving rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) 8, 9 and found neurons that increased or decreased their activity during saccades. We estimated the combined effect of these two populations via their projections to the caudal fastigial nucleus, and uncovered a simple-spike population response that precisely predicted the real-time motion of the eye. When we organized the Purkinje cells according to each cell's complex-spike directional tuning, the simple-spike population response predicted both the real-time speed and direction of saccade multiplicatively via a gain field. This suggests that the cerebellum predicts the real-time motion of the eye during saccades via the combined inputs of Purkinje cells onto individual nucleus neurons. A gain-field encoding of simple spikes emerges if the Purkinje cells that project onto a nucleus neuron are not selected at random but share a common complex-spike property.
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Execution of accurate eye movements depends critically on the cerebellum [1] [2] [3] , suggesting that the major output neurons of the cerebellum, Purkinje cells, may predict motion of the eye. However, this encoding of action for rapid eye movements (saccades) has remained unclear: Purkinje cells show little consistent modulation with respect to saccade amplitude 4, 5 or direction 4 , and critically, their discharge lasts longer than the duration of a saccade 6, 7 . Here we analysed Purkinje-cell discharge in the oculomotor vermis of behaving rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) 8, 9 and found neurons that increased or decreased their activity during saccades. We estimated the combined effect of these two populations via their projections to the caudal fastigial nucleus, and uncovered a simple-spike population response that precisely predicted the real-time motion of the eye. When we organized the Purkinje cells according to each cell's complex-spike directional tuning, the simple-spike population response predicted both the real-time speed and direction of saccade multiplicatively via a gain field. This suggests that the cerebellum predicts the real-time motion of the eye during saccades via the combined inputs of Purkinje cells onto individual nucleus neurons. A gain-field encoding of simple spikes emerges if the Purkinje cells that project onto a nucleus neuron are not selected at random but share a common complex-spike property.
Previous studies have focused on bursting activity of Purkinje cells during saccadess 6, 10, 11 and found no consistent modulation with saccade amplitude 4, 5 , speed [5] [6] [7] or direction 4 . A recent simulation 12 suggested that Purkinje cells that pause during saccades may be important in understanding the responses observed in the deep cerebellar nucleus neurons. The main question that we wished to address was how the Purkinje cells encode the real-time motion of the eye.
We analysed simple-spike activity of 72 Purkinje cells in the oculomotor vermis (OMV, cerebellar lobules VI and VII) of five monkeys during saccades. The population included cells that exhibited increased activity (bursting; n 5 39, Fig. 1a ) or decreased activity (pausing; n 5 33, Fig. 1b) . Consistent with previous reports 5, 6, 10 , most neurons were poorly modulated by saccade amplitude (Fig. 1c and Extended Data Fig. 1) ; however, the mean firing rate of burst cells (but not pause cells) increased significantly with saccade peak speed ( Fig. 1d, P , 10 
210
). Previous work had demonstrated that the population response encoded additional saccade-related information that was not reliably present in the responses of individual neurons 6, 13, 14 . To examine the population response, we measured change in firing rates (from baseline) for the bursting and pausing cells during slow (400u s
21
) and fast (650u s
) saccades (Fig. 1e) , pooled across all directions. The onset of change in firing rates in both populations generally led saccade onset by more than 50 ms. The termination of activity was also significantly later than the saccade: a 650u s 21 saccade was 38 6 1.2 ms in duration (mean 6 s.e.m.), whereas activity of burst and pause cells persisted for more than 100 ms. Given that the cerebellum is thought to have a critical role in termination of ipsiversive saccades 15, 16 , it is unlikely that separate populations of burst or pause Purkinje cells control the motion of the eye, since their activity persists for much longer than the saccade.
Purkinje cells project to the caudal fastigial nucleus (cFN), where about 50 Purkinje cells converge onto a cFN neuron 17 . For each Purkinje cell we computed the probability of a simple spike in 1-ms time bins during saccades of a given peak speed, averaged across all directions. We then chose 50 Purkinje cells at random and computed the total number of simple spikes generated by the population at each millisecond, resulting in an estimate of the rate of presynaptic spikes converging onto a cFN cell. The results (Fig. 1f) revealed a real-time encoding of the speed of the eye: the peak of the activity preceded peak speed, increased in magnitude when speed increased, and returned to baseline just before saccade termination (R 2 at the optimal delay, 400u s
: R 2 5 0.52, P , 10
222
; 650u s
21
: R 2 5 0.62, P , 10
243
). It appeared that the simple spikes of the pause and burst cells combined together to predict motion of the eye.
Let us hypothesize that the Purkinje cells that project to a nucleus neuron are not selected randomly, but are organized by their inputs from the inferior olive 18 . That is, suppose that the olive projections divide the Purkinje cells into clusters where each cluster of Purkinje cells projects onto a single nucleus neuron. The input from the olive produces complex spikes in the Purkinje cells. We found that if we organized the simple spikes of the Purkinje cells based on each cell's complex-spike properties, additional features of the population activity were unmasked.
We measured complex-spike properties of each Purkinje cell by inducing a post-saccadic error through displacement of the target during the saccade, and then measured the probability of complex spikes as a function of the direction of this error ( Fig. 2 and Supplementary Information section 2). For each Purkinje cell, the direction of error that produced the largest probability of complex spikes during the 50-200-ms post-saccade period was labelled as CS-on, and the opposite direction was labelled as CS-off 9 (Extended Data Fig. 2 ). We then made the assumption that the Purkinje cells that projected onto a nucleus neuron all had the same CS-on direction (Fig. 3a) . Under this assumption, we computed the rate of presynaptic simple spikes that a nucleus neuron would receive from the cluster of Purkinje cells (Supplementary Information section 3 ). We did this by convolving each Purkinje cell simple-spike train with a 2.5 ms standard-deviation normalized Gaussian, approximating the temporal characteristics of the inhibition produced in the nucleus neuron due to a simple spike in the Purkinje cell 17, 19 . Figure 3b shows the change in population response from the baseline level when a saccade was made in the same direction as CS-off. The response rose above baseline before saccade onset, peaked before peak speed, and then returned to near baseline. The peak response scaled robustly with saccade amplitude (Fig. 3c, R 2 5 0.93, P , 10
25
). We observed a strong correspondence between the real-time population response and the real-time speed (Fig. 3d , lower plot, and Extended Data Fig. 3 ). The population response preceded eye speed by an average of 21.2 6 0.4 ms (correlation analysis in the CS-off direction, mean 6 s.e.m.). Peak population response precisely predicted peak speed (Fig. 3e, R 2 5 0.98, P , 10
27
). We took advantage of natural variability in saccades to test further the relationship between the population response and speed. We sorted all 10u saccades (direction CS-off) according to peak speed ( Fig. 3f ) and found that despite the constant amplitude, the population response precisely predicts the actual peak speed of the eye (Fig. 3g , R 2 5 0.96, P , 10
). Therefore, when the simple spikes were organized according to each cell's complex-spike directional preference, the population response for saccades of constant direction predicted nearly all of the variability in saccade peak speed.
No previous work, to our knowledge, had revealed how direction of a saccade is encoded in the activity of Purkinje cells. For the burst and pause cells, the mean and peak firing rates during the saccade did not vary as a function of direction (Extended Data Fig. 4) . However, organizing the population response according to each Purkinje cell's complex-spike tuning preference revealed a clear encoding of direction: the peak response was greater if the saccades were in the same direction as CS-off as compared to CS-on (Fig. 4a , t-test, P , 10
216
). Indeed, the peak population response rose linearly as a function of peak speed in both directions, but with a larger gain when the saccade direction was congruent with CS-off (Fig. 4b , repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with main effects of peak speed, P , 10
215
; CS-direction P , 10
27
; and a speed by CS-direction interaction, P , 10
215
). To examine the effects of saccade direction more closely, we plotted the population response across saccade directions with respect to CS-on (Fig. 4c) . We found that the population response was highest for saccades made in the CS-off direction, with an encoding of direction that resembled a cosine function (Fig. 4d) . Therefore, the combined activity of burst and pause cells, but not the activity of either population individually (Extended Data Fig. 4 ), aligned to CS-off, produced a population response that exhibited gain-field encoding: the magnitude of the population response increased linearly with speed, and was cosine-tuned in direction, with a multiplicative interaction between speed and direction. The rate of simple spikes converging onto cFN, represented by s(t), predicted in real-time motion of the eye (Supplementary Information section 4 and Extended Data Fig. 5 ) is:
In equation (1), _ x tzD ð Þ j jrepresents the magnitude of the eye velocity vector (the time derivative of eye position, x) at time t 1 D (where D 5 19 ms), b and c are baseline offsets, a is a scaling factor, h is saccade direction, and h CS is direction of CS-off for that cluster of Purkinje cells. The resulting gain-field encoding of eye motion is depicted in Fig. 4e .
We next addressed the question of how the activity of individual cells produced this directional encoding in the population response. The main contributors were the pause cells, which started their pause approximately 10 ms earlier when the saccade was in the CS-on direction ( Fig. 4f) , a change that was independent of saccade speed (Extended Data Fig. 6 ). This subtle shift in the timing of spikes produced an increase of the population response when saccade direction changed from CS-on to CS-off (Fig. 4a) .
We found that the anatomical distribution of Purkinje cells, as labelled by their CS-off direction, was not random, but lateralized 9 (Extended Data Fig. 7) , confirming previous anatomical studies suggesting that olivary projections are contralateral 20, 21 . Purkinje cells with rightward CS-off were more likely to be on the right side of the cerebellum (t-test, P , 10
24
). This indicates that saccades made in the same direction as CS-off were typically ipsiversive, whereas saccades a, Response of a Purkinje cell during the 250-ms period after completion of a saccade (simple spikes are grey; complex spikes are red). CS-on was determined via a back-step paradigm in which the target was jumped (unfilled target to filled target) during saccade execution. Black arrow indicates saccade vector, red arrow indicates error vector. We computed the probability of complex spikes in the 50-200-ms period after saccade termination. b, The probability of a complex spike (Pr(CS)) as a function of the direction of the error vector. For this neuron, the highest probability (CS-on) occurred when the error vector was in direction 245u. The direction of CS-off for this cell was 135u.
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congruent with CS-on were contraversive. In contrast, pause and burst cells were uniformly distributed across the cerebellum (P . 0.4).
Our results rely critically on our hypothesis that Purkinje cells organize into clusters with roughly equal numbers of pause and burst cells, all with a common complex-spike tuning preference (Fig. 3a) . If, contrary to our hypothesis, pause and burst cells organized into separate clusters, the population response would not predict the realtime motion of the eye (Fig. 1e) . Similarly, if each cluster was not 
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composed of roughly equal numbers of pause and burst cells, the population response could not predict the real-time speed of the eye (Extended Data Fig. 8 and Supplementary Information section 5 ). The fact that burst and pause cells were distributed uniformly across the recording locations, and not lateralized as we found with the complexspike tuning properties, suggests that a cluster is composed of both burst and pause. Finally, if we ignored the complex-spike properties of the Purkinje cells, and made the typical assumption that simple spikes were sufficient to uncover the coordinate system of encoding motion, then the gain-field representation of speed and direction would disappear (Extended Data Fig. 9 and Supplementary Information section 6 ).
Organizing the Purkinje cell into clusters where all the cells shared a common complex-spike property resulted in simple spikes that encoded speed and direction in real time via a gain field.
Together, our results suggest three principles of cerebellar function during control of saccadic eye movements. First, the cerebellum predicts real-time motion not in the time course of individual Purkinje cell simple spikes, nor in the individual activities of the bursting or pausing populations, but in the combined activities of these two populations via the simple spikes that converge onto cells in the deep cerebellar nucleus. A similar population coding has been suggested during smooth pursuit 22 . Second, this population input to each nucleus neuron encodes direction and speed via a gain field. Because a similar encoding has been shown in the posterior parietal cortex during saccades 23 , as well as in the motor cortex during reaching 24 , our observation in the cerebellum suggests a common principle of encoding in disparate regions of the motor system. Finally, the gain-field encoding was present if we assumed a specific anatomical organization: a cluster of Purkinje cells that projected onto a single nucleus neuron was composed of approximately equal numbers of bursting and pausing Purkinje cells, all sharing a common complex-spike property. Because the complex spikes of a Purkinje cell are due to input from the inferior olive, the gain-field encoding predicts that the oculomotor vermis is organized into clusters of Purkinje cells that share similar climbing fibre projections from the inferior olive. This, in turn, suggests that motor memories are anatomically clustered in the cerebellum by the errors that were experienced during movements 25 .
Online Content Methods, along with any additional Extended Data display items and Source Data, are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to these sections appear only in the online paper. 
METHODS
No statistical methods were used to predetermine sample size.
We analysed extracellular recordings from Purkinje cells of the oculomotor vermis in five rhesus monkeys (B, F, W, K, KO) while they made saccades to visual targets 8, 9 (Supplementary Information section 1). Each cell was well isolated for an average of 3,000 saccades. Briefly, a scleral search coil was surgically attached to the eye of each monkey, allowing measurement of eye position 26 while the animal's head was restrained. After surgery, the monkeys were trained to make saccades to targets of varying amplitudes and directions. We identified Purkinje cell activity in OMV by their saccade-related change in the simple-spike response, as well as the presence of complex spikes. Neurophysiological data were sampled at 50 kHz. All experiments were performed in accordance with the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (1997) and exceeded the minimal requirements recommended by the Institute of Laboratory Animal Resources and the Association for Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care International. All animal procedures were approved by the local committee at the University of Washington.
The CS-on direction for each cell was determined using the standard intrasaccadic step paradigm 27 , in which the target was displaced during the initial saccade (Fig. 2) . This error resulted in complex spikes during the period following the saccade, when the monkey observed the error. For every cell, we determined the CS-on direction as the error direction which elicited the largest probability of complex spikes during the 50-200 ms following the primary saccade. For n 5 39 cells we were able to maintain excellent isolation of the Purkinje cell throughout the experiment, allowing us to perform automated identification of complex spikes on every trial. This allowed us to compute the probability of complex spikes as a function of error direction. For the remaining n 5 33 cells, the CS-on direction was determined via analysis of the initial 50 trials for each direction of error 8 . CS-off was defined as CS-on 1180u.
We computed firing rates by determining the inverse of the time between two consecutive simple spikes 28 and then convolved the resulting time series with a normalized Gaussian kernel with a standard deviation of 2.5 ms, which is significantly shorter than conventional kernels 6 . This guarded against overestimating the duration of a population response. We calculated the mean firing rate during the saccade by taking the average of the firing rate from the start to the end of the saccade. We determined the peak response of a Purkinje cell as the maximum firing during the saccade period.
The response of an individual Purkinje cell is quite variable 8 , with some neurons showing a combination of bursting and pausing activity in the time period near saccade onset. Therefore, to categorize neurons exclusively as pausing or bursting, we compared the mean firing rate of each cell from the period 200-100 ms before saccade onset of all recorded trials to a 150-ms period centred on saccade peak speed. Neurons that reduced their rate during this extended period were classified as 'pausing', whereas neurons that significantly exceeded this rate were classified as 'bursting'. We tested this categorization statistically via a paired t-test with a cutoff of P 5 0.05. Only two neurons (both bursting) did not pass this statistical test. We included these two neurons in the bursting population.
To establish confidence intervals on the population responses, we performed a bootstrap analysis in which we randomly sampled 50 neurons from the available pool of 72 (with replacement), which simulated the approximate number of Purkinje cell inputs that project onto a nucleus neuron 17 . Error bars show mean 6 s.e.m. of 50 bootstrapped Purkinje cell populations. In cases where we show the responses of the bursting/pausing populations separately, we report the mean 6 s.e.m. across neurons in the respective population without bootstrapping.
To compute the population response of a cluster of 50 Purkinje cells, we first convolved the simple spikes of each Purkinje cell with a kernel (normalized Gaussian of 2.5 ms s.d.), approximately representing the time course of postsynaptic inhibition induced by the simple-spike train 17 . We then computed the change from baseline for each cell, and finally the sum of changes across the population, resulting in a population response that had units of spikes s
21
, computed at each millisecond of time. ). Error bars indicate s.e.m. b, For each neuron, we correlated the average firing rate and the peak firing rate (computed over the saccade duration and averaged over all directions) with saccade amplitude. Some neurons increased their firing rates with increasing saccade amplitude (positive slope) and some neurons decreased their responses (negative slope). However, mean and peak firing rates of a majority of neurons (47 of 72) were not significantly modulated with saccade amplitude. As a result, activity of neither the burst nor the pause cells showed a significant modulation with saccade amplitude (Fig. 1c, main manuscript) . c, Most neurons (45 of 72) had a significant linear relationship between firing rates and peak saccade speed. In particular, mean and peak response of burst cells showed a significant increase with peak speed (Fig. 1d) . In our data set, 54% of the population was composed of burst cells. We computed the population response under the assumption that the membership of a cluster was 54% burst cells. Here, we tested how sensitive the population response was to this membership ratio. The vertical lines indicate saccade onset and offset for all saccades pooled across direction and speed. As the percentage of burst cells in the cluster becomes larger than 70%, or smaller than 50%, the population response no longer returns to baseline at saccade offset. for various saccade peak speeds. The peak population response was not modulated with saccade speed. Error bars are boot-strap-estimated s.e.m. c, The population response for saccades made in the direction of maximal modulation. For burst cells, this was the direction for which the Purkinje cell showed the largest mean firing rate, whereas for pause cells, this was the direction associated with the minimum activity (largest pause). The peak population response was not modulated with saccade speed when clusters were organized based on the direction of maximal simple-spike modulation.
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